JST Connector Wire Harness

JST Pitch 0.8mm, 1.0mm, 1.25mm, 1.5mm, 2.0mm, 2.5mm, 3.5mm, 3.96mm, 4.0mm, 4.5mm, 6.2mm Connector Wire Harness Assembly

JIA YI offers custom wire harness with JST connector ranged from 0.8mm to 6.2mm pitch of wire to board connector, wire to wire connector, board-in connector and IDC Connector (insulation displacement connector). Please send detail specification, drawing or sketch of your wire harness requirements. JIA YI will make suggestion for your project.

Specification:

JST SUR 0.8mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST SH 1.0mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST SHD 1.0mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST GH 1.25mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST ZH 1.5mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST JWPF 2.0mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST PH 2.0mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST PHD 2.0mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST SAN 2.0mm Pitch (with Vertical Terminal) Connector Wire Harness, JST SAN 2.0mm Pitch (with Right Angle Terminal) Connector Wire Harness, JST PA 2.0mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST EH 2.5mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST SCN 2.5mm Pitch (with Vertical Terminal) Connector Wire Harness, JST SCN 2.5mm Pitch (with Right Angle Terminal) Connector Wire Harness, JST SM 2.5mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST XA 2.5mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST XH 2.5mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST BHS 3.5mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST VH 3.96mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST BH 4.0mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST EL 4.5mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, JST 6.2mm Pitch Connector Wire Harness, and so on ...
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